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abstract
The reason for my project is I was interested in learning more about how to 
aim and shoot them as well as their history. I was interested in whether a 
human or a computer could aim a catapult better. First we figured out how to 
man the catapult. Next we took our five shots and found the average whoever 
was closer to the target won. The most important variables that we looked 
at were the pull back angle and the stop point.
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QUESTION
Can I control a catapult better with math or guesswork?
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RESEARCH
“In use since ancient times, the catapult has proven to be one of the most 
persistently effective mechanisms in warfare. ... Greek catapults were invented 
in the early 4th century BC, being attested by Diodorus Siculus as part of the 
equipment of a Greek army in 399 BC, and subsequently used at the siege of 
Motya in 397 BC.”
Catapult - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org › wiki › Catapult
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RESEARCH
I learned the basics of statistics like…
★ Average also called the Mean which is when you add a list of numbers 

and then divide the numbers by how many you have
★ Median is when you have a bunch of numbers which you then order 

from least to greatest the median is the middle number
★ Mode is when you have a bunch of repeating numbers and the mode is 

the number that has the most of itself



HYPOTHESIS
My hypothesis is the statapult will be inconsistent at first  when using guess 
work but when using math it will not go of course as much.

MATERIALS ● Wood 
● Rubber band
● Ball
● Cup
● Measurer 
● target

● Power tools
● Glue
● People 
● Tape 
● Video recording 

device
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PROCEDURES
1. Design and build catapult
2. Get a feel for the catapult before step three for both people
3. Guess, aim and shoot catapult at a target
4. Measure accuracy
5. Repeat steps two through three (3-4)five times (5x)
6. Dad uses computer to aim and shoot at target
7. Measure and record accuracy
8. Repeat steps five through six (6-7)five times (5x)
9. Find the average of your five numbers

10. Compare consistency and accuracy
11. Did dad or you come closer to the target



8This a 
rod we 
used but 
the 
force of 
the 
catapult 
bent it
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DATA & RESULTS
Dads configuration was 
one hundred forty three 
degrees pull back stop 
point three pin height 
three
Aspens configuration 
was one hundred fifty 
five degrees pull back 
stop pin 2 pin height 4

First 
Launch

Second 
Launch

Third 
Launch

Fourth 
Launch

Fifth 
Launch

Average

Aspen with
Brain
power

62in. 60in. 61in. 59in. 58in. 60in.

Dad with 
the all 
mighty 
computer

62in. 63in. 60in. 63in. 61in. 61.8in.

Target is at 61in.
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DATA & RESULTS
Dads

 

spr
ead

sheet
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CONCLUSION
In conclusion Dad’s super duper computer bested my guess work by a hair oh 
well maybe next time I will emerge victorious. This has been a fun project I 
have learned much. I also learned I have a fondness for bolt cutters and 
power tools and the smell of fresh sawdust. All together a successful science 
fair project until next year byyyyyyyyy.
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